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Abstract
The binding properties of biomolecules play a crucial role in many biological phenomena, specially cell adhesion. While the
attachment kinetics of soluble proteins is considered as well known, complex behavior arises when protein molecules are bound to the
cell membrane. We probe the hidden kinetics of ligand-receptor bond formation using single molecule flow chamber assays and
brownian dynamics simulations. We show that, consistent with our recently proposed hypothesis, association requires a minimum
duration of contact between the reactive species. In our experiments, ICAM-1 anchored on a flat substrate bind to anti-ICAM-1
coated on flowing microbeads. The interaction potential between bead and substrate is measured by micro-interferometry and is used
as an ingredient to simulate bead movement. Our simulation calculates the duration of ligand-receptor contacts imposed by the bead
movement. We quantitatively predict the reduction of adhesion probability measured for shorter tether length of the ligand or if a
repulsive hyaluronan layer is added on the surface. To account for our results, we propose that bond formation may occur in our
system by crossing of a diffusive plateau in the energy landscape, on the timescale of 5 ms and an energy barrier of 5 kB T , before
reaching the first detectable bound state. Our results show how to relate cell scale behavior to the combined information of molecular
reactivity and biomolecules submicron scale environment.
Author Keywords association rate ; brownian dynamics ; laminar flow chamber ; reflection interference contrast microscopy ; antigen-antibody binding ; colloidal surface
probe

Introduction
Cell-cell adhesion is mediated by the specific binding of adhesion molecules located on the opposed cell membranes. The kinetics of
attachment and detachment play a crucial role in the adhesive function and often, initial adhesion is mediated by a single ligand-receptor
bond (1 ). For more than one decade, kinetic studies of adhesion molecules concentrated on the detachment of single bonds ( 2 ), but
studies of bond formation remain scarce and elusive (3 –5 ). Such studies are rendered complicated by the fact that the receptors are
attached to surfaces, which have to be brought into proximity prior to the establishment of molecular binding. Moreover, the cell surface is
enriched with long dangling chains forming a steric repulsive barrier called the glycocalyx ( 6 ). Hence, in addition to the nature of the
reactive site, the length and flexibility of the tethering part of the molecules have been shown to play a role in bond formation ( 7 , 8 ).
In this article, an antigen-antibody model is used for kinetic studies of surface-bound adhesion
physiological situations involve binding of cell surface-linked antibodies to pathogens surface antigens.
encounter with its specific target determine its activation and antibody production. This is also the case
polymorphonuclear cells, on which depend many antiparasitic defenses and allergy symptoms. Data of
kinetics in surface-bound conditions are thus relevant to understanding immune response (9 ).

molecules. Some important
For example, B lymphocyte
for mastocytes and basophil
antigen-antibody interaction

In the context of surface-bound reactants, in addition to the influence of the molecular environment, the notion of adhesion on-rate
itself can be questioned (10 ). First, as recognized long ago by Bell (11 ), prior to binding, a diffusion-limited phase is necessary to bring
the reactive sites into contact. While for soluble species diffusion is difficult to control as an independent parameter, it is necessarily
modified in case of surface-bound sites. Second, non-covalent bonds display various binding states, as exemplified by the fact that variable
forces are required for their detachment (12 , 13 ). Therefore, it is difficult to define unambiguously the bound state. In this context, we
have recently proposed that the classical framework of on-rate reaction may not be warranted in the case of surface attached molecules.
While classical kinetics assumes that the bond formation probability depends on encounter time te as P (te ) ~ 1 − exp (−kon te ), we have
proposed that, for certain attached molecules, a minimum duration ton may be required to form a bond, writing the binding probability
(14 ).
In this article, we examine in more detail this hypothesis, by systematically varying the conditions of bond formation. We measure the
frequency of arrest of microbeads coated with receptors (anti ICAM-1) on a substrate coated with ligands (ICAM-1) in the presence of a
shear flow. Experimental conditions are chosen to ensure that single bond mediated attachments dominate. The velocity of the beads, their
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distance to the surface (controlled by glycocalyx-like adsorbed polymer layer) and molecular tether length (through intermediate antibody)
are varied. In order to relate experimental parameters to molecular quantities, we implemented a dedicated brownian simulation of bead
motion. In addition to the information provided by the pioneering work of Chang and Hammer ( 15 ) and by more recent simulations (16 –
18 ), it determines the duration of interaction between reactive species with the aim of comparing different binding kinetics. The number of
bonds formed can be described with satisfactory accuracy as the product of a geometry-dependent number of molecular encounters and an
efficiency of binding fixed by the encounter duration. This binding efficiency is well accounted for by defining a minimal time ton for
binding. On the contrary, a binding efficiency proportional to the encounter duration, as classically assumed for soluble molecules by the
use of on-rate kon , does not account for the data. The experimentally observed dependence of frequency of adhesion on molecular tether
length is quantitatively predicted by our model. Finally, the anti-adhesive effect of the glycocalyx-like polymer layer is also predicted.

Experiment
Beads and surface functionalization
Coating of beads and substrates are designed to probe the interaction of ICAM-1 and an anti ICAM-1 antibody, as previously
described (19 ). In brief, tosylactivated M450 Dynabeads (Invitrogen; diameter 4.5 μ m, density 1.5, CV 2% by flow cytometry) were
functionalized first with antimouse Fc fragment antibody (Serotec, Cergy-St-Christophe, France) and then with mouse anti-human
ICAM-1 antibody (Ebioscience, San Diego, California, clone HA58) or with the corresponding isotype control mouse antibody
(Ebioscience, mouse IgG1, κ ). Such coating with two successive antibodies is referred to hereafter as double layer configuration (DL).
Alternatively, the first layer of antibody was omitted (single layer configuration, SL) to reduce the extension of the molecular tether
anchoring the binding site to the bead surface (Fig. 1 ).
For functionalization with Fc-ICAM-1 chimera, clean glass coverslips were incubated successively with Poly-L-lysine (Sigma, 300
kDa at 100 μ g/mL in PBS during 30 min), glutaraldehyde (2.5% v/v in PBS, Sigma; 30 min), mouse anti human Fc antibody in PBS (1 μ
g/mL, 30 min), and a blocking solution of 0.2 M glycine (Sigma) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2 for one hour. They were rinsed after
each binding step and further incubated in human Fc-ICAM-1 chimera (R & D Systems Europe, Lille, France) solution for 30 min at
different concentrations varying between 0.005 and 0.02 μ g/mL. Coverslips were then rinsed in PBS and passivated in 10 mg/mL BSA
solution in PBS, or incubated in hyaluronic acid (Sigma, 700 kDa) solution in PBS (concentration up to 0.2 μ g/ml) then rinsed in PBS and
finally passivated in 10 mg/mL BSA solution in PBS.
The density of Fc-ICAM-1 molecules grafted on the substrate was estimated by measuring the fluorescence after direct labelling with
a fluorescent antibody of the same isotype (Ebioscience, HA58-phycoerythrin). The surface density after incubation of Fc-ICAM-1 at the
typical concentration of 0.01 μ g/mL during 30 min was estimated at approximately 2 molecules/μ m2 . The length of the molecular tether
was calculated taking a size of 4 nm for the immunology domain and assuming that the dangling Fc-ICAM-1 could be fully elongated in
solution, while antibodies directly attached to the surfaces may be partly stuck parallel to the substrate (see Fig. 1 ). Thus the total tether
length L was estimated to vary between 60 and 76 nm in D configuration (3 antibodies + Fc-ICAM-1) (14 ) and between 44 and 60 nm for
the SL configuration (2 antibodies + Fc-ICAM-1) (fig. 1 ). Additionally, antibody molecules possess a central hinge allowing full rotation
between the Fab and the Fc fragment, which are themselves relatively rigid ( 20 ); rotation is also possible between the Fc tag and the
ICAM-1 fragment of the chimera (see Supplementary information ).
Measurements of single-molecule mediated bead arrests in flow
The frequency of arrests was measured using a flow chamber as already described (14 , 19 ). The shear rate was varied between 10 and
85 s−1 . Briefly, beads carried by the flow were observed on a fixed field of view under the microscope at x20 magnification. Images were
recorded with 20 ms time resolution. A bead was considered as arrested if its position did not change by more than δx = 0.5 μ m in τ = 0.2
s, and if its velocity before the arrest corresponded to that of a moving sedimented bead ( 19 ). The trajectory of at least 1000 beads, leading
to up to around 500 arrests were tracked for each experimental condition. The frequency of arrests (FA) was calculated as the ratio of
number of arrests divided by the total displacement of the sedimented moving beads. An arrest was considered to continue as long as the
arrest criterion was satisfied. Then, an apparent duration of arrest d app could be measured. The true arrest duration dtrue was obtained with
the correction dtrue = d app + τ − 2δx /v , where v is the most probable velocity of the beads (19 ). The detachment curve was built by plotting
the fraction of arrests exceeding the duration t as a function of t .
The adhesion of functionalized M450 beads to the underlying substrate coated with Fc-ICAM-1 was studied for various hyaluronic
acid (HA) coverages. Positive adhesion assay was performed using M450 coated with anti-ICAM-1 antibody. Negative assay was
performed on the same substrate with beads coated with a control isotype antibody. Specific adhesion frequency was defined as positive
minus negative frequencies (19 ). The conditions for single bond formation and rupture were determined as follows. Successive dilutions
of Fc-ICAM-1 on the substrate were performed until a point was reached where specific adhesion frequency varied proportionally with the
Fc-ICAM-1 density. This occurred at an incubation concentration [Fc-ICAM-1] ≤ 0.01 μ g/mL. In this regime, the detachment curves
showed no variation with further Fc-ICAM-1 dilution, indicating that the nature of the bond rupture remained identical.
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Measurements of bead-substrate interaction potential with RICM
Reflection interference contrast microscopy (21 ) was used to measure the height of the beads above the substrate in the presence or
absence of flow and for various hyaluronan coatings (19 , 22 ). Sequences of images obtained with the usual RICM setup (21 ) were
recorded using either an iXon camera (Andor, Belfast, UK) or a GE480 (Prosilica, Vancouver, Canada), both run with a custom-built
software under Labview (National Instruments, Nanterre, France). The illumination numerical aperture was set at INA = 0.32 and
illuminating wavelength was filtered at 546 ± 6 nm. The typical frame rate used was 50 Hz, and the typical exposure time was 20 ms. The
focus was established by maximizing the contrast of the field diaphragm, using a piezoelectric controlled movement of the objective.
Simultaneous sharpness of the diaphragm at three different points was obtained by manual adjustment of three corresponding screws under
the stage and ensured a deviation from horizontality of the sample with respect to the (vertical) optical axis of less than 10 −3 rad. The
retrieval of bead height from the radius of circular fringes was performed using the calibration established in a previous study ( 19 ). The
histogram of bead height distribution Φ(z ) was used to deduce the bead-surface potential U (z ) in the form Φ(z ) ~ exp(−U (z )/kB T ), with
z the gap between the bead and the wall.

Numerical simulation
The goal of the simulation is to determine the number and duration of encounters between the reactive site of individual receptors
immobilized on microbeads surface and the reactive site of individual ligands immobilized on flow chamber floor surface, according to our
experimental situation (Fig. 1F ). Both receptor and ligand molecules are tethered to either microbead or flow chamber surfaces; reactive
sites explore a volume moving with the surface. An encounter occurs when the distance between the anchoring points of an antibody and
its ligand on their surfaces is lower than L , the sum of the tether lengths. In the simulation, an encounter starts when the volume swept by
a receptor begins to intersect the volume swept by a ligand, and lasts as long as both volumes intersect. To determine the distribution of
encounter durations, we describe in a first step the movement of the microbead surface relative to the chamber floor surface, by calculating
the brownian motion and convection of the microbead in the flow near the floor surface. Input parameters include flow shear rate and
microbead-substrate interaction potential, both quantities being experimentally measured and varied. In a second step, we determine the
number of encounters and their duration by counting the number and the duration of the intersections of the volumes swept by receptor and
ligand reactive sites on their moving surfaces. Receptors and ligands anchoring points are distributed randomly on the surfaces and their
average density are measured parameters. Our main assumptions concern the volume swept by the ligand and receptor reactive sites and
are based on the current knowledge on antibodies and ICAM family structures. For the total tether length L , different values are tested
experimentally and numerically. The possible consequences of our assumptions on our results are detailed further in the discussion section.
Brownian dynamics of a bead in flow near a wall
Beads of radius a move in a low Reynolds shear flow which obeys Navier-Stokes equations in their linear approximation. Movements
in each spatial direction (vertical z , horizontal x perpendicular or y parallel to the flow) are then uncoupled. The wall boundary condition
on the flow contributes as an additional friction force that slows down the movement of the bead at the vicinity of the wall ( 23 ).
Translational invariance along the horizontal directions, combined with the absence of coupling between the spatial directions, limits the
contribution of the wall to an altitude dependence.
We compute the displacement of the bead by including the convective force of the fluid on the bead, F⃗Stokes , the thermal force, F⃗th ,
and any external force such as the gravity or, more generally, the force that derives from the potential of interaction U between the bead
and the wall in absence of ligands, given by F⃗int = −∇→U . We assume that the movement of the bead is overdamped, and inertia is
neglected. As shown in the supplementary information , the effect of bead rotation is negligible, except for the shear-induced rotation
which reduces the velocity of the receptor relative to the ligand, w , compared to the velocity of the center of mass of the bead, V , as w ≃
0.43 V (23 , 24 ). We therefore focus on the calculation of the velocity of the center of mass of the bead, V, and eventually correct the
velocity of the receptor by including rotation effect. Force balance on the bead can be written as:

The convective force is calculated using the linearized Navier Stokes equation. Linearity ensures that the hydrodynamic flow is the
sum of the unperturbed flow (in absence of the bead), plus the contribution of the force that the bead applies to the fluid, −FStokes . As a
result, the velocity of the center of mass of the bead contains the contribution of the unperturbed flow, the coupling between the
translational flow and the force field that applies on the bead, and the coupling between the shear flow (gradient of velocity) and the forces
that apply on the bead (25 ) (remember that we neglect couplings between the flow and the rotation of the bead). Replacing the convective
force FStokes by its expression from Newton’s law, Eq. 1 , the velocity V⃗ of the center of mass of a hard sphere of radius a reads (16 , 25 ):
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G is the shear rate. The wall imposes an additional friction (23 ) accounted for by a damping of the diffusion coefficients, Di (z ), with
z the gap between the wall and the bead. Γ i (t ) is the ith component of the thermal force normalized by the altitude dependent diffusion
coefficient,

. Kv is the altitude dependent correction to the shear velocity that originates from the increased friction of

the bead in the vicinity of the wall. Writing Dz (z ) = D 0 /Kz (z ), Dx (z ) = D 0 /Kx (z ), with D 0 = kB T /(6πνa ) the bulk diffusion coefficient
in absence of walls and ν the medium viscosity, one has the approximate formulas (24 ):

Langevin equation 2 is solved assuming that Γ is a white, gaussian noise (26 ): the distribution of the amplitude of the noise is a
gaussian, with its values being time uncorrelated. Γ verifies:

with no correlation to higher orders. Since there is no correlation time in Eq. 4 , and since we have no rule to choose at what time
between t and t +Δt the altitude dependent pre-factor of the stochastic terms in Eq. 2 should be calculated for its integration, leading to a
non-unique result (26 ). A mathematical definition of the integration rule of Eq. 2 must be specified, and its relevance evaluated in the
present physical context, for instance, by looking at the calculated vertical bead distribution under sedimentation. Here, we choose to work
in the frame of the Stratonovitch interpretation, that consists of evaluating the stochastic space dependent terms at time t + Δt /2 when
integrated between t and t +Δt (26 ). This integration rule indeed accounts for a Boltzmann sedimentation profile for the beads above a wall
(16 ).
The numerical integration of Eq. 2 is performed using the Euler algorithm at first order. This algorithm assumes that the coefficients in
Eq. 2 have a slower time dependence than the normalized thermal force Γ(t ) (27 ). As a consequence,

where ω is a gaussian distributed, random number. The first and the second moments in Eq. 5 are calculated by integrating the
Langevin equation Eq. 2 using Stratonovitch definition of integrals (26 ). This results in the following algorithm:

Note the presence of the drift term in the z component of Eq. 6 , a consequence of the Stratonovitch integration rule.
Simulation parameters and boundary conditions
A typical run of the simulation consists in generating, for a flow of given shear rate G , the trajectory of Nb =200 beads over a distance
of Lf = 360 μ m, corresponding to the size of the field of view in the microscope. The numerical time step is Δt = 0.001 ms, chosen to have
vδt ≪1 nm, with the bead velocity v ≤ 120 μ m/s. The force of interaction
approximated with the formula

is derived from the measured potential U (z ) and

, where z is the gap distance between the bead and the wall (see numerical values in table

1 ). The initial position of the beads is set in order to follow the measured bead height distribution Φ(z ), using a rejection method.
Simulation of the duration of molecular encounter
The simulation of ligand-receptor reactive sites encounters relies on several physical assumptions: (i) the reactive sites are located at
the end of the molecular tether because the variable domain of the antibody binds to the first fragment of ICAM-1. (ii) ligands (Fc-ICAM)
on the substrate are homogeneously distributed with the measured density σL small enough, so that one bead interacts at most with one
ligand at a time (see details with the derivation of eq. 4 in Supp. Info. ). (iii) the density of receptors (anti-ICAM) on the bead is
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sufficiently high (measured at 300 molecule/μ m2 , (14 )), so that virtually all points of the bead are actually bearing a receptor. (iv)
reactive sites at the end of a molecular tether explore rapidly the surface of a sphere, the radius of which is given approximately by the
maximal extension of the tether. The extension is determined by the high rotational freedom of the antibody hinges combined with relative
rigidity of immunoglobulin domains (see Supplementary information ). As a consequence, one encounter starts as soon as the distance d
between the anchoring points of a free ligand and a free receptor is equal or less than L , the total molecular tether extension. (v) once
established, the contact between reactive sites is maintained against diffusion of the tethers due to an energetically favorable conformation.
As a consequence, a ligand-receptor encounter holds until the receptor is brought out of the interaction range d > L , due to the bead
displacement. (vi) finally, the bead arrests are not included in the simulation; these rare events do not affect significantly the distribution of
encounter durations calculated in the absence of arrests. The frequency of arrests is calculated in a next step (see Results), using the
analytical expression Eq. 7 that relates the distribution of encounter durations to the frequency of arrests for an energy profile as plotted on
Fig. 6 . Assumptions (iv) and (v) will be further addressed in the discussion.
Following these assumptions, simulations compute the trajectories of brownian beads in a shear flow, with diffusion coefficients
accounting for the experimental profile of energy of interaction with the wall (eq. 6 ). The bead is considered to encounter a ligand for the
first time if there is an overlap between the interaction regions of a ligand on the wall and a receptor on the bead at time t + Δt , but no
overlap at time t .
To save computing time, the distribution of ligands is not computed but a “sliding carpet” approach is used instead: at each time step of
the simulated bead motion, if no encounter is occurring yet, a ligand is randomly positioned on the surface at a distance of the center of the
bead that is larger than a + L at time t , and lower than a + L at time t +Δt . Next, the probability of interaction between this randomly
chosen ligand and the bead is evaluated as p = σL S , with σL = 2 molecules/μ m2 the measured density of ICAM ligands on the surface, and
S the surface of the interaction region between the ligand and the bead at time t +Δt , excluded of the interaction region at time t (see
supplementary information and the corresponding Fig. 2 for a detailed calculation of the surface, S ). A random number is picked in a
homogeneous distribution between 0 and 1, and its value is compared to p . It determines whether an interaction indeed occurs between
this specific ligand and some receptor on the bead. The location of the first interacting receptor on the bead is randomly picked in the zone
fulfilling d ≤ L , with d the distance between the ligand and the receptor anchoring points. The duration of encounter te is defined as the
time during which this distance d is equal or less than L . After detachment of the first interacting receptor, the location of the next
interacting receptor with the same ligand is randomly chosen on the bead surface, with the condition d ≤ L . Another choice for the next
receptor, within d ≤ L , does not affect significantly our results (see Suppl. Info ). The encounter ends when no more receptor can interact
with this specific ligand. We checked on several examples that use of a random predetermined distribution of ligands on the substrate
gives the same result as the sliding carpet approach.

Results
Number and duration of molecular encounters
We first study the situation in the absence of the glycocalyx mimicking layer of hyaluronan, where the most probable height of the
bead is measured around z 0 ~ 25 nm. The distribution of velocities retrieved from simulation of sedimented beads is consistent with the
measured distribution. It exhibits a peak of velocity proportional to the shear rate: Vmax ≃ 0.54aG ≃ aGKv (z 0 ), which is used to deduce the
imposed shear rate from the experimental peak velocity.
The density of encounter durations q (te ) is defined as the number of molecular encounters per bead and per millimeter along the flow,
which have a duration between te and te + Δte . For shear G and molecular tether length L , qG , L (te ) exhibits high values at vanishing
encounter durations, representing encounters limited by the diffusion of the bead (fig. 2A ). Then the density decays rapidly for higher
durations, corresponding to encounters limited by the bead convection. The cumulated density q (te ).te (fig. 2B ) displays a maximum
which occurs at long encounter duration, this duration varying as the inverse of the shear rate.
Frequency of adhesion for variable shear rates
Writing P (te ) the probability of forming a bond following an encounter of duration te , the frequency of adhesion FA (G , L ) is:

Here, tmax represents the maximal encounter duration which can be reached experimentally, as visualized in fig. 2 . As detailed
previously (14 ), we propose that P (te ) is partly set by the diffusion of the reactive complex on a unidimensional rough energy landscape,
along a certain reaction coordinate (28 ). Let ton be the typical time to diffuse from the entry of the energy landscape to the first barrier or
well representing the measured bound state. P (te ) is calculated as a first passage problem and is proportional to

, after

integration of the equation of diffusion. Introducing the proportion coefficient α , whose significance will be discussed later, we write:
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Parameters α and ton are estimated as follows. Adhesion of beads coated with a double layer of antibodies (DL configuration) on a
Fc-ICAM coated substrate (density σL =2 molecules/μ m2 ) in absence of hyaluronan, has been measured for variable shear rates G. The
frequency of adhesion as a function of the inverse of the shear rate is represented as black points in fig. 3A . For each experimental shear
rate G and molecular tether length L , the numerical simulation provides a density of encounter duration qG , L (te ), as exemplified on fig. 2
. Using eq. 7 , the predicted FA (G , L ) is calculated in order to fit the experimental points, by adjusting the two free parameters α and ton .
Experimental data with optimal fit are shown on fig. 3A . When L is varied, different values of the fitting parameters are obtained (fig. 3B
), which give insight about the precision of our fitting parameters, taking into account the uncertainty in the tether length L . For three
possible values of LDL = 76, 60, 44 nm in the DL configuration, one finds respectively ton =7, 6 and 4 ms.
As an alternative to the hypothesis of a minimal time for bond formation, one can assume the existence of the classical on-rate
constant kon for binding, writing the binding probability as P 1 (te ) = 1 − exp(−kon te ). Inserting P 1 in eq. 7 and taking kon as a free
parameter, the best fit of experimental frequency of adhesion is shown as the straight dashed line on fig. 3A . Using alternatively the
probability
(as in (15 )) gives an identical line, incompatible with our measurements. Since the fit in these two cases is linear, P
1 (t e )

≃ P 2 (te ) ≃ kon te and one determines kon =0.048, 0.065 s−1 for L =76, 60 nm respectively. Taking the maximal encounter time tmax ≃ 50

ms as estimated from 2A, one has kon .tmax ≪ 1, which confirms the linear regime for P 1 and P 2 . In this limit, kon can be factorized in eq. 7
and the binding probability is proportionnal to the area under the curve in fig. 2B .
Effect of molecular tether length
The frequency of arrests (FA) was measured using beads coated with a single layer of antibodies on the bead (SL configuration).
Predicted FA was obtained by taking for α and ton the reference values determined with two layers of antibodies on the beads (DL
configuration, see previous section) and by calculating the distribution of encounter durations for L estimated for the SL configuration.
Measured and calculated FA show a satisfactory agreement for the molecular tether length LDL ≃ 60 nm (fig. 4 ). As a comparison, we
calculated the predicted adhesion frequency in the classical approach of kon , using the fitted value obtained previously in the double layer
configuration (fig. 3A ). The result is represented in fig. 4 as a thin dashed line.
Effect of a glycocalyx-like repulsive layer
The interaction potential between the bead and the substrate was modified by addition of a repulsive layer of hyaluronan on the
substrate at variable polymer surface densities. Interaction force was measured for shear G ≃ 0 – 10s−1 and the corresponding height
distribution used in the simulation are shown on fig. 5A–B . Numerical parameters extracted from the fit of the measured force are given in
table 1 . Measured and predicted frequencies of adhesion are shown in fig. 5C . While a correct agreement between measurement and
prediction is obtained at low surface densities, a significant discrepancy is observed for concentration exceeding 0.1 μ g/ml, probably
reflecting heterogeneities of the polymer layer, as discussed below.

Discussion
While antibodies often bind to antigens in a soluble form, binding also occurs when antibodies are bound to the cell surface ( 9 ). A
first example concerns surface bound antibodies of B lymphocytes: capture of their antigens can start B lymphocyte activation and
antibody production. Additionally, this event may require intervention of T lymphocytes, which depends on the binding characteristics of
the antigen to the B lymphocyte through their surface antibodies. A second example involves mastocytes and basophil polymorphonuclear
cells which express antibody receptors with a very high affinity to the IgE antibody class. Hence, IgE are bound to these receptors prior to
encountering their ligands. Ligand binding triggers cell activation that starts an inflammatory reaction. This inflammatory reaction has an
important physiological role as it is the beginning of antiparasitic immune reactions, and an important pathological role as it is the cause of
most allergic symptoms. Therefore, quantification of bond formation in surface-bound conditions is necessary to understand the
characteristics of bonds between antibodies and pathogenic antigens.
In this study, we examined the dependence of the binding efficiency on the duration of interaction between ligand and receptor bound
to surfaces, taking the antigen-antibody bond as a model interaction. Different ways have been used to modulate this duration: (i)
systematic variation of the velocity of the beads along the surface by increasing the shear rate; this situation was already studied
theoretically by Chang and Hammer (15 ): similarities and differences with our approach are detailed in the supplementary information ;
(ii) reduction of the molecular tether length; (iii) increasing of the surface distance by addition of an adsorbed polymer layer of HA.
We showed that the frequency of adhesion can be written as an integral formula ( eq. 7 ) featuring the simulated distribution of
ligand-receptor encounter duration and two measured parameters α and ton characterizing the molecular binding properties of the
Fc-ICAM/anti-ICAM complex. A physical interpretation of ton is that it represents the typical diffusion time on a rough energy landscape (
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14 ), represented on fig. 6 . As shown on fig. 3B , ton varies linearly with the molecular tether length L . This illustrate the fact that, while
this quantity represents an intrinsic characteristic of the molecular complex formation, its measurement depends on a correct knowledge of
the molecular tether length. For the most realistic choice of L = 60 nm, ton ≃ 6 ms. We show in the supplementary information that this
estimate of L is reasonable due to the structure of the antibodies used as tethers, which combine high rotational freedom while keeping an
end-to-end distance close to the maximal extension.
We propose that the parameter α represents the fraction of mature complexes (ie those which result from molecular encounter longer
than ton ) which effectively form a detectable bond. We propose that α reveals the presence of an internal energy barrier, as illustrated in
fig. 6 . Regarding the value of α , the height of the barrier would be of the order of Eon ≃ −kB T ln α ≃ 5 kB T . An interesting observation is
that α is weakly dependent on L in the range 60–76 nm (fig. 3B ). This observation indicates that this quantity may represent a more
internal feature in the landscape than ton , which further supports the interpretation that α could originate from states of energy that are
intrinsic to the formation of the bond. Other interpretations of the parameter α could in principle be considered: a) only a small fraction of
ligands are able to form a bond: this is unlikely because we measure directly the density of functional ligands by counting the binding of a
soluble antibody, identical to the receptor coating the beads and fluorescently labelled. b) an incorrect calculation of the distribution q in
eq. 7 ; to discard this possibility, we justify further our assumptions (iv) and (v) in the simulation, as formulated in the Methods section.
Assumption (iv) states that reactive sites encounters occur as soon as interaction spheres of total radius L intersect; this supposes that tether
conformations are explored rapidly. The corresponding timescale tconf can roughly be estimated by considering the free diffusion on
distance L of a domain of size d :

. With L =60 nm and d =4 nm, one obtains tconf ~ 60 μ s, much lower than the millisecond long

encounter duration. In order to fulfill assumption (v) of the simulation, we have introduced a slight depression at the entrance of the energy
landscape (fig. 6 ) to represent the fact that initial encounter can resist to tether movements. This is reasonable since it has been shown, in
particular for antigen-antibody reaction, that hydrodynamic or electrostatic steering may indeed enforce and stabilize immature reactive
site encounters (29 , 30 ). The value of α we obtain is of order of 0.01, corresponding to a quite high barrier of potential, of 5 kB T . While
some antibodies may attach more efficiently, and may correspond to larger values of α , on-rates measured in solution (as in (31 )) can
vary by about two orders of magnitude, therefore compatible with α ≃ 0.01.
Varying the length of the tether led us to the observation that the frequency of adhesion is roughly approximated by the product of two
terms, when the convection of the beads dominates over diffusion (see supplementary information , eq. 4 ): the density of encounters per
unit length, λ , and the probability of bond formation,
. λ can be understood as the product of the number of ligands of the
surface encountered by the bead per unit length of trajectory multiplied by the number of receptors of one bead interacting with the same
ligand. λ depends only on the geometry of the experiment through the following parameters: bead radius a , molecular tether length L ,
typical bead height z 0 and ligand density on the surface σL .

is the typical encounter duration imposed by the convection of the bead.

Recently, Fc-ICAM has been used as a model of dimer to study the recognition with β 2 integrins (32 ). Indeed, it was recognized that
monomeric and dimeric ICAM exhibit different cell activation properties. However, a systematic comparison in an acellular system is still
missing. In the present case, we believe that the recognition of ICAM by the anti-ICAM antibody is not affected by the monomeric or
dimeric configuration, and that the proposed mechanism applies for antibody recognition of monomers. In support of this, preliminary
results obtained with antibodies binding to a monomeric Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) exhibits also a minimal duration
required for binding.
With a hyaluronan coat, the prediction of the adhesion frequency obtained from the simulation fails to reproduce the measurements
obtained at HA incubation concentrations exceeding 0.1 μ g/ml, corresponding to a most probable height higher than 90 nm. This can be
explained in part by the limited precision in the measurement of the hyaluronan layer with RICM. Additionally, our simulation assumes a
uniform hyaluronan cushion, the density being only dependent on the distance to the substrate z. The observed discrepancy may arise from
the possible heterogeneity of the cushion and the presence of thinner zones in the cushion which let an access to the ICAM ligand,
resulting in a higher adhesion frequency. This is supported by the occasional observation that, during beads height measurement with
RICM, some beads may reach the surface and eventually stick to it, even in the presence of high amount of hyaluronan. Accounting
properly for such lateral heterogeneity is not accessible to the present simulation, where the bead-surface potential depends only on the z
coordinate. Compensating for this spatial dependence by improving the description of the short range bead-surface interaction (< 10 nm)
may not be sufficient. Finally, we have reported earlier a slight increase in apparent viscosity next to the wall due to dense hyaluronan
coats (19 , 33 , 34 ); however, as shown in (19 ), convection remains unchanged in presence or absence of hyaluronan. Since convection,
rather than diffusion, of the bead limits encounter duration, we do not expect a significant impact on our results.
In conclusion, we have shown that a new description of the association kinetics may be required in the case of surface attached
molecules, as exemplified on the antibody-antigen example. While the energy landscape established from our study should in principle
also hold for soluble molecules, there is, to our knowledge, no experimental procedure to explore this. Our assumptions are compatible
with the usual conception that antigen-antibody reactions in solution are diffusion limited ( 9 ). However, as mentioned in the introduction,
comparison of soluble and surface-bound kinetics is rendered difficult by the possible existence of multiple bound states. Hence, on-rate
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measured in solution may appear faster if it involves one bound state near the entrance of the energy landscape, which is not detectable
with the laminar flow chamber. Introducing a minimal time necessary for bond formation, we can quantitatively account for the effect of
the molecular environment on the bond formation, a critical question rarely addressed at the single molecule level. The generality of this
mechanism is supported by preliminaries observations concerning other ligand-receptor bonds involved in immunological functions.
Interesting perspectives arise concerning the consequences of this mechanism when involving membrane diffusible molecules and the
regulation of cell adhesion and signalling.
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Figure 1
(A–E) Schematic representation of the different molecular constructions to probe ICAM-1 vs anti ICAM-1 binding in the laminar flow
chamber, at the onset of bond formation. Each square represents an Ig domain of 4 nm. (A,B) Configuration with a double layer (DL) of
antibodies on the bead, with a maximal molecular tether length of LDL =76 nm (A) or an intermediate extension tether length of 60 nm (B).
(C,D) Configuration with a single layer (SL) of antibodies on the bead, with a maximal molecular tether length of LSL =60 nm (C) or an
intermediate extension tether length of 44 nm (D). (E) Configuration (A) in presence of adsorbed hyaluronan molecules acting as a repulsive
layer. (F) Schematic representation of one microbead at the vicinity of the functionalized surface.
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Figure 2
Numerical simulation of ligand-receptor encounters in the flow chamber. A. Density of encounter durations qG , L (te ) per traveled distance of
the bead and per Δte =0.1 ms time bins. G is the imposed flow shear rate and L is the total molecular tether length separating the reactive sites
from the anchoring points on the surfaces. B. Cumulated density qG , L (te ).te .
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Figure 3
A. Fit of experimental frequency of adhesion as function of inverse of shear rate G (plain line), using the hypothesis of a minimal binding
time ton and for the molecular tether length L = 60 nm (Choice of L = 76 nm or L = 44 nm give identical fit). Dotted line represents eq. 1 of
Supplementary Information with coefficients ton and α obtained with the former fit. Dashed line shows the result of fitting assuming the
classical hypothesis of an on-rate coefficient kon and L = 60 nm. B. Variation of the fitted parameters α and ton with L .

Figure 4
Frequency of adhesion as function of inverse of shear rate G for molecular construction involving a single layer of antibodies on the bead (SL
configuration). Simulations with the minimal binding time hypothesis are realized by taking as molecular tether length L

SL

=60 or 44 nm

(corresponding respectively to L DL =76 or 60 nm with two layers of antibodies on the beads) and the parameters ton and α obtained previously
in fig. 3 . Simulation with the classical hypothesis of kon and L SL =60 nm is shown as a thin dashed line.
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Figure 5
Effect of a glycocalyx-like coating. A. Measured interaction force between bead and substrate, normalized by the bead radius, for various
coating densities of hyaluronan. Fits appear as plain lines. B. Distribution of bead surface distance used in the simulation and corresponding to
the force fits shown in A. C. Comparison of measured and predicted frequencies of adhesion in presence of variable amount of hyaluronan
repulsive layer, taking L=76 nm in the simulation.
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Figure 6
Putative energy landscape summarizing the binding properties of the Fc-ICAM/anti-ICAM complex. In the absence of external force (plain
line), binding occur by successive crossing of a rough flat landscape of extension
and a barrier of height Eon ≃ −kB T ln α . A
slight depression at the entrance of the landscape keeps reactive sites together against tether conformational change. With a moderate external
force applied on the tethers (dashed line) complexes in the rough landscape detach immediately. Complexes in the deep minimum detach with
an off-rate k off ~ exp(−E off /kB T ), quasi-independent of the applied force. α and t on are the parameters measured in the present study.
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Table 1
Parameters of bead-surface force of interaction as a function of the bead-surface distance z :

at various hyaluronan concentrations. a = 2.25 μ m is the bead radius.
[HA ] (μ g/ml)

0
0.02
0.1
0.2

A 1 (μ N/m)

A 2 (μ N/m)

z 1 (nm)

z 0 (nm)

−0.1
−0.1

0.5
0.5
0.3

−0.2

−0.4

17
6
61
73

0
28
43
134

−0.08
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